Crawling Coin
Materials

- BIG MATCH BOX
- CELL TAPE
- TRANSPARENCY
- CRAWLING COIN
Stick white paper on the matchbox.

Stick transparency on white paper. Slip a coin under the transparency.

Hold matchbox vertically & support coin with a finger.
TAP HARD ON MATCH BOX
COIN WILL CRAWL UP!

TAP MORE! COIN CRAWLS MORE!

FINALLY COIN EMERGES AT THE TOP!
Finally the coin will emerge on top!!!

1. CRAWLING COIN

2. Stick white paper on the match box.

3. Slip a coin between the white paper.

4. Hold the match box vertically and support coin with a finger.

5. Tap hard on match box.

Tap again and again, to move coin up.

Crawl up!!!